PRODUCT PROTECT

Security Exchange
A core member of the Chelsea Group Security &
Crisis Management Division, Security Exchange is
dedicated to the provision of specialist
consultancy on a worldwide basis, supporting
corporate, private client, affinity and insurance
markets through effective contingency planning,
the provision of security information, crisis
management and 24/7 response.

Finally, if a crisis happens, Security Exchange
consultants will deploy in support of the client’s
CMT to help with any key issues, especially in
respect of product recall, contaminant analysis
and crisis communications.

In order to support our clients in the
manufacturing sector, Security Exchange has
developed ‘Product Protect’, a service designed
to offer a simple and straightforward solution to
product integrity challenges.

Food Safety & Recall Planning
‘Product Protect’ includes specialist food safety
and recall services such as:

Product Crisis Management & Response
The Security Exchange team will help identify
the risks which the suppliers or manufacturers
are likely to encounter, based on their extensive
experience of handling product contaminations
worldwide, both accidental and malicious.
They will then help the client identify the right
people to be members of the crisis management
team (CMT) and develop some basic but effective
procedures to be used in the event of an incident.
The service also includes the design and delivery
of desktop simulation exercises to ensure that
crisis management teams are fully up to speed
with best practice.

We can also help with specialist training such as
crisis management team co-ordination and media
handling.
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Product recall planning & rehearsal;
Quality assurance;
Food safety audits;
Contaminant and foreign body analysis;
Legislative compliance (including food 		
labelling);
HACCP training across a wide range of
industry sectors including manufacturing,
dairy, meat, canning and high risk chilled 		
foods;
Buffet and fast food outlet risk
management.

Contact Us
For further information please contact us on:
Telephone: +44 (0)1491 683710
Email: 		
enquiries@securityexchange24.com
or visit:
www.securityexchange24.com

Suppliers
The ‘Product Protect’ team will help suppliers meet the
stringent raw material or component quality criteria
imposed by their customers, whether other companies or
retail outlets. Many raw material or component suppliers
do not have their own in-house resources so ‘Product
Protect’ will offer them a valuable first line of prevention
and response in the event of a crisis involving their
products.

Manufacturers
It is vital that manufacturers understand their customers’
crisis management policies and procedures so that their
own might be structured to best effect; and help improve
risk communications between the parties. Indeed, many
buyers of manufactured goods include tough
undertakings and warranties in their partner contracts
and ‘Product Protect’ can offer guidance and advice in how
best to meet these requirements.

Laboratory Analysis
Security Exchange has forensic partners across three
continents in support of ‘Product Protect’, enabling early
analysis of contaminants, whether foreign bodies,
deteriorating product or allergens. Food safety specialists
can also carry out an analysis of the materials used in the
construction of the factory and production line to assess
the potential for the accidental introduction of
materials such as metal and plastics within the
manufacturing process.

Crisis PR
Whilst many companies have their own PR resources,
whether in-house or contracted, to handle the ‘good
news’, many do not have ready access to specialist
consultants to deal with crisis communications. The
Security Exchange ‘Product Protect’ service includes the
structuring of a crisis communications policy and
associated media training; and the provision of expert
help in the event of an incident.

